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The Tenerife is one of the best places to spend your vacation. This fantastic place is easily
accessible and is one of the biggest of the Canary Islands. The weather here is very pleasant
through the year. There are a lot of places to see and enjoy in the Tenerife, but the best about the
city are its beaches. People who love beaches flock Tenerife and make the best of it. A lot of
beaches are filled with activities and sports. However, there are beaches that are also secluded
where one can just relax and enjoy and have their own space. For those who do not prefer the noisy
beaches, the beaches that are listed below are the best.

LAS GAVITOS:

This beach is located beyond the las teresitas.  This is a sandy beach. The color of the sand is
black. People who enjoy water sports will have a great time here. There are also a lot of small shops
that supply drinks and foods for the tourists. There are also shelters to protect from the sun.
However, this beach is not ideal for a family.

DUQUE

This is one of the most exclusive beaches of the Tenerife and was renovated recently. This beach is
very quiet and is maintained very well.  There are a lot of facilities available on this beach. Those
who want a break from their busy life and relax will really enjoy in this beach. This beach is only
meant for people who want to relax and not for the vibrant crowd who want to enjoy the night life.

LA TEJITA

This beach is very isolated and is a very huge beach. This beach is very windy and one gets to see
a slot of wind surfers in this beach. There are few cafes and bars where one can eat and drink.
There is also a separate nudist area.

EL BULULLO

This is in the northern coast of the city. The currents here are very strong and very dangerous. Not a
lot of people visit this beach because it is dangerous.  It is ideal for those who want to just sunbathe.
This beach is not suitable for swimming or any other water sports. There are not many facilities in
this beach as it is very secluded. Hence it is important that you bring your own equipments for sun
bathing. However for refreshments and food, there is a bar and a cafÃ©.
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Kittsie Thomas - About Author:
Club Villamar offers many holiday villas dispersed all over a locations espagne and whether on the
a location espagne costa brava. Holiday in Spain offers not only freedom but also a wide choice a
vacation holiday in a locations maison espagne. Learn More About Clubvillamar Holidays on a
Kittsie Thomas Blog.
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